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Rumors have long been rampant
about the evangelistic methods of the
Crossroads çhurch in Gainesville, Florida. We held off doing a story as long
as possible, thinking.that much of
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TO EXPLORE THOROUGHLY THE SCFIPTURES ANO
THEIR MEANING . . . TO UNDERSTANO AS FULLY AS
POSSIELE THE WORLO IN WHICH THE CHURCH
LIVES ANO HAS I-IER MISSION . . . TO PROVIOE A
VEHICLE FOR COMMUNICATING THE MEANING OF

the criticism was from a

sectarian
bias. Besides, Crossroads was doing
something about evangelism, and nonsectarian-to-liberal churches were generally doing nothing.
Finally, however, it was obvious
that the Gainesville situation grew
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more sectarian itself with every re-

it

was time to see if the
stories were true. We received calls
of alarm from places as diverse as
Florida and Illinois. A man in Atlanta
was thinking of hiring a deprogrammer to unevangelize his daughter
who was caught up in the movement.
Newspapers were using the inflam-

port, and
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matory word "cult" in describing
the Crossroads church.
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As recently as March, 1976, we ran

a story questioning the

restrictions

which "conservatives" were placing
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on Crossroads. Their detractors were
conservative only
outside speakers

in their choice of
which they pre-

sumed to approve before encouraging the Gainesville work, and in
their attempts to stop young ladies
from praying aloud, etc., etc. Actually, they tossed out the scriptures about congregational independence. At any rate, it was at the
time a cause worth championing in
the name of biblical freedom.
Now, according to our coltespondent and many others, it is a cause
worth inquiring about because of reports of its own bondage.
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Commilmenl?

LThe Gqinesville

lTiqngle
By G.JAMES ROBINSON

The Crossroads Church of Christ of Gainesville, Florida, is considered by many to be the
truly Restored Church of the first, century.
Others think it is a weird, horrifying example of
brainwashing and mind control, and it has been
openly branded by many in the Gainesville

community as a cult.
What is happening in Gainesville? On the one
hand Churches of Christ from across America
continue to send delegations to Gainesville to
view the Crossroads method first hand. They usually return to the home congregation with glowing reports, renewed vigor, and sentiments much
like those voiced at Crossroads: "Save souls or
perish.

"

On the other hand, a certain

uneasiness has

surfaced, espccially in areas where the Crossroads methodology is strongest. And in Gainesville itself "uneasiness" is not the proper word.
There, a much stronger reaction has moved certain segments of the community to form a group
-consisting of parents, college professors, concerned students, and former Crossroaders*for
the specific purpose of deprogramming those
Freelance writer and speøher G. James Robinson liues
in St. Louis. He digresses from his regular column
("Amusing") Iong enough to report on the contrauersial Crossroads euangelism mouemenL
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who have been converted to the

Crossroads

church.

The Crossroads Church of Christ, the Gainesville community (which includes townspeople
and college students), and the religious commun-

ity (sincere, conservative, Bible believing, nodrinking-smoking-dancing Christians), make up a
triangle of action and reaction which I shall call,
in honor of the Bermuda Triangle, where they
lose airplanes and directions, the Gainesville Triangle, where many have lost all perspective and
common sense.
The Crossroads Church of Christ
Crossroads is the fastest growing church in the
brotherhood today and has been in that category

for the past five years. More adults are baptized
at Crossroads per year than almost any other
church in the country, give or take one or two.
They are extremely successful in what they are
attempting ùo do: save "souls," grow, expand,
and eventually conquer the world for the Lord.

It was a typical little Church of Christ frc¡m
1879 through the first half of this century, and
all the way up to 1966. No accusations of an5,
kind from the community, no animosity, no persecution-and, of course, no growth"
243
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in

1966 minister Chuck Lucas arrived and,
according to a Crc¡ssroads handouL,". . 'Exciting
things, almost unbelievable. . things began
happening." The chur<:h began to grow. In 1968
there were 35 baptisms; it jumped to 81 two
years later, and by 7973,200. There have been
no less than 228 baptisms since 1974, and as
many as 270 in 1977.
The heart of the Crossroads program, which is
controlled for the most part by Chuch Lucas, is
the hundreds of "soul talks" conducted each
week in the dorm rooms on the University of
Florida campus.
The soul talks are very successful. The Crossroaders who conduct these soul talks are very,
and here is the crux of the problem, committed'
That is, "committed" if you're a Crossroadercommitted to the Lord Jesus totally, completely,
absolutely, and unashamedly. But, if you're an
average student, teacher, or merchant in Gainesville, it is not commitment-the word is "aggres-

Crossroads. Naturally thr:re are exce¡rtions; blrt
sentimcnts Ìravr: takr:n a chauge foi: the worsol

and Crossroads is beginning to fr':r-'Ì the prcssLlrc)
of adverse and itrflammatorv publici.ty. On Fr:brrrary 17 the Guinesuille Sun rau thrc:e lengthy
articles in thr: religior,rs section, all pertaining to
the Crossroads church.
Bob Arndorfer of the Sun staff and Maryfrau
Johnsou researched thr,:ir stories for stlvcral
weeì<s. Arndorfer interviewed Lttcas, and the entire interview was published. Lucas later said that
he was happy with the interview and that he was
not rnisquoted.
The questions asked by the ^9an rr:porter reflect the mood and fears of the people of Gaincsville, especially concerning what they interpret
as high-pressure tactics atrd over-aggressiveuess.

Replied Lucas, "Our members are very committed, very enthusiastic and actively involve
themseìves in sharing their faith. . . . We stress in

'We stress in our teaching here
that our members not Pressure or
hassle people in any waY.'

sive,"'oobnoxious,tt "cold-hearted," "weirdr"
and "totally perverted. "
And so, we reach the crux of the Crossroads
controversy-evaugelism, war stories. Accusations
of "mind control" and "brainwashing" are becoming more and more frequent, but let's hold
on that for a moment. Allow me to complete the
Gainesville Triangle, the Crossroads Church of
Christ of which we shall say much more, the community at large, and the religious community.
The Ëommunity and lts Reaction
Gainesville is a beautiful little city of about
80,000 people, not including the University of
Florida enrollment. It is a quiet-looking little
town with your average number of schools,
supermarkets, discos, and with average Amr¡rican
families living on streets lined with Fìorida-looking trees.
In 1973 the Jaycees voted Chuck Lucas the
outstanding young religious leader of the city'
But since then the mood toward him has gradually shifted. From cab drivers to moteì clerks,
from lawyers to college professors, opiuion is
strongly negative now, both toward Lucas and

our teaching here. . . that our members trot pressure. . . or hassle people in any way."
I talked with Bob at the Gainesvilìe Sun office.

I-Ie has rlo ax to gr:ind and is not emotionally or
religiously involved in the controversy' He does
view the Crossroads group as "extremely weird,"
"fanatical," ând "totally brainwashed" into one
way of thinking. I think this is all over-reaction,
but I understand it since Arndorfer was uot
raised in the Church of Christ and therefore has
no real understanding of its basic mindset.
Accusations also abound that there is absolute control ov<lr Crossroads'nelw mr:mbers, that
new converts cannot date outside the chttrch,
that no couple is aliowed to date alone, and tl'rat
members âre given only one night a week for

dating.

Lucas is accused of having rigid control over
the lives of all members, and that, with a core of
"disciples" (older, experienced Brothers), he
rules completely the weekly schedule of elach
member. When asked about these rumors, Lucas
insisted that dating was an individual decision,
but said that "this is a very committed congregation, and the members do involve lhemselves in
the activities of the church on a rezular basiÉ..'."
MAY, 1979

The fact is there is no single dating, and any
couple who spent much time alone would be
"disciplined" gently by an older brother, psrhaps a prayer partner. Usually the couple would
heed the loving concern of the older brother. But
if they rejected the discipline, it would be considered a rejection of the true standard of lifestyle that all Crossroaders are expected to follow,
and therefore a rejection of the Lord. The older
brothers would then treat them as if they were
in rebellion, "out of fellowship," or less than
"totally committed."
So what began as two young people wanting
to single date and spend time alone has become
a serious matter fór the elders to look into. From
one perspective it would be considered faithful
shepherding or disciplining. But an outsider
would see this as rigid control over the dating
life of a coupìe, control by extremely intense
peer pressure and demand to conform.
Maryfran Johnson, who did much detailed research for the Gainesuille Sun, is a bit more outspoken in her opinion of the Crossroads church.
She is honestly convinced they are cultic to the
core and often makes comparisons to the Moonies, Hare Krishna, and Jonestown.
Her article dealt with an ex-Crossroader who
now assists people in leaving the group. She
wrote in the February 17 issue:
Bill Hadley is a Santa Fe Community College
student who specializes in helping people who
want to abandon a religious group. . . . Hadley
speaks harshly of "mind controllers" and
"manipulators," because most of the people
he sees are frightened, hysterical, and confused. Some are suicidal, so his volunteer work
in suicide counseling comes in handy. "They
(the religious group) hand these people a new

with highly inflammatory words such as
"suicide counseling," "deprogramming," "brainwashing," "Moonies," atrd "Krishna." Rightly or
wrongìy, the Crossroads Church of Christ is now
considered by most ordinary citizens and Christians of Gainesville as a cult, a mind-numbing,
rigid, highly aggressive, frightening group, comparable to other weìl-known cults.
cussed

The Religious Community
The third corner of the Gainesville Triangle is
the religious community.
Most of the confusion, misunderstanding, and
conflict in Gainesville revolves around a single
issue: who is saved? The brethren at Crossroads
believe there is one place in Gainesville to find
God, one church that is true to the faith once delivered, one thousand who have not bowed the
knee to Baal, and one preacher who proclaims
the fulì gospel. They are humble in their na.rrow
righteousness and thank the Lord daily that they
have found the one true and nârrow way.

Mike Braum is a friendly, sincere, highly articulate minister for the Community Evangelical
Free Church of Gainesville. He studied at Trinity
Seminary under Dr. Kenneth Kantzer, now editor
of Christianity Today, and has been in Gainesville for a decade. He believes in the Bible, the
virgin birth, the miracles, the literal death, buriaì,
and resurrection of Jesus, and the baptism of
adults by immersion in obedience to the commands of Jesus. In a private, two-hour conversation with Lucas in a local restaurant, Braum was
informed that he was preaching error and would
go to hell if he didn't repent. The conversation

The church is being publicly discussed
as suicide counseling, deprogramming,
brainwashing, Moonies, and Krishna.

with words such

value system, new friends, love and warmth,"
says Hadley. "They teach them a new way to
live. And they end up controlling their minds. "
Last year he worked with 200 persòns from
Divine Light Mission, Krishnas, Holy Rollers,
and Crossroads Church of Christ.
Crossroads then, is being thrown into the same

with known cults and aberrations from the
true gospel. The church is being publicly disheap
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was rather upsetting to Mike, but when I talked
with him for over an hour he did not make one
unkind remark toward Lucas or Crossroads. He
is honestly trying to understand why he is not

accepted as a Christian, or at least a half-brother
or a sincere believer. He is called a godfearer by

Lucas; one who fears God but does not know
the true way of salvation.
"Mike," I asked, "what do you think about
Crossroads?

"
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"Well, first of all, I want it clear I don't want
to appear harsh or vindictive in any way, but it
seems to me there is a serious, serious lack of

solid biblical teaching. "
"What do you mean? All they do is read the

Bible."
"Maybe so, but perspective, context, and balance is totally ignored."
"Mike, do you believe it's a cult thing?"
"They are certainly open to such charges, but
I'm not in agreement with that accusation, although most people in the community see them
in that light. I am completely bewildered by the
whole thing; their method works with brutal and
devastating effect. What it is I don't know, but
it's not simple Christianity."
Gene Dryer is pastor of University Baptist
Church in Gainesville. He, too, is a Bible believer
in the same tradition as Mike Braum, and has encountered Crossroads students for a number of
years. Pastor Dryer also believes Crossroads is
nearing the point where it could be considered a
cult. "I've been watching it for several years and
it's getting to the point of absurdity," he told
me. "They teach their young prospects to denounce previous paths, religious beliefs, and heritage, and to publicly state that all other groups
are hell-bound. They suffocate people with attention, attract a lot of insecure, lonely kids,
then if the prospect tries to back off or even go
to another church, they'll cut them off to such
an absolute degree that it has done terrible damage. Yes, kids like that are all over town."
"Pastor Dryer, do you honestly believe Crossroads is a cult?" I asked.
"Well, it's certainly not a Christian movement
in my opinion. It's, well, it's--very strange, very,
very strange."
Reaction to Crossroads by religious leaders in
central Florida has also been extremely negative.
When the church made plans to begin a campus
ministry at the University of Central Florida, the
weekly newspaper, The Apopha Outlook, ran a
story with the inflammatory headline, " 'Cultlike'Church Moving into Area." Reporter Randy
Noles slanted his story toward sensationalism
and local hearsay, but apparently quoted religious leaders accurately. They compared Crossroads techniques with "sophisticated brainwashing methods not unlike those utilized by Moonies, Hare Krishnas, and even the followers of Jim
Jones," noting that "participants are taught to
renounce their parents and families." One minister called the Crossroads work "a manipulative,

6
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pressure-packed environment that produces guilt,

breaks relationships, and causes much mental
anguish." Unfortunately, neither Lucas nor the
Crossroads elders, Rogers Bartley and Richard
Whitehead, were given opportunity to respond
untit the Outlool¿'s March 1 issue, when the interview from the Gainesuille S¡¿¡¿ was reprinted.
On Saturday, March 17, the Sun printed a
lengthy letter to the editor written by Dr. Samuel
S. Hill, a religious professor at the University of
Florida. Hill commended the paper for its courage and valuable service to the community in
publishing the Crossroads articles. It is a lengthy
letter, thoughtful and well-written, with a pene-

trating and valid criticism of the

Crossroads

church.

I attended church at Crossroads the next day,
when Chuck Lucas read the entire letter to the
congtegation. He then preached both sermons,
morning and evening, in response to Hill's comments. The sermons dealt with absolutes. Lucas
quickly dismissed the professor as an "unbeliever" and, with militant "amens" from the
congtegation urging him to higher plains of eloquence, admonished the brothers to deeper
realms of commitment in the face of the malicious persecution from the devil and his forces.
Even though many of the people at Crossroads
are slightly upset about the adverse publicity,
Lucas uses it effectively to stir the brethren to
deeper commitment. The experience confirms,
affirms and proves the rightness of the Crossroads church, according to Lucas. Persecution
proves we're right, growth proves we're right, and
"all these people gathered here today with love
and power proves we're doing something right."
But the religious community's reaction is negative, confused, bewildered, and in some cases a
little frightened-frightened by the success of
this strange brand of Christianity being preached
at Crossroads.
War Stories
of Christ member attendChurch
average
The
ing a Sunday morning service at Crossroads
would think he had died and gone to heaven.
The singing is thunderously emotion-packed, yet

with rigid restraints on any outward display of
that emotion. The preaching is loud, clear, and
thus-saith oriented, extremely elementary but
absolute and unquestioned.
The communion is done decently and in order,
the announcements are top quality, the prayer is
familiar, yet fervant, the invitation is proper, the
MAY,1979

responses handled with dispatch, and the weekly

baptisms like clockwork.

If you prefer this approach, you've come to
perhaps the sharpest, finest display of a true,
modern-day Church of Christ service as you'll
find anywhere in the country.
But the criticisms of Crossroads have never
been in the a¡ea of the Sunday moming service;
the criticisms come from what is commonly referred to as "War Stories": the day to day confrontations between Crossroads students and the
unfortunate prospect. It is here that I become
uneasy. Even those who understand the Church
of Christ background and doctrine of exclusivism are a bit shocked by some of the bizarre,
cold-hearted incidents that have taken place. If
it were one, two, or even three such stories, one
could overlook them as isolated and unfortunate
misunderstandings between over-zealous, immature, young Christians and disgmntled, rebellious
prospects. But such is not the case. The conflict
is too often between a Crossroader and a sincere,
humble believer from another religious group.
There are simply too many validated, substantiated, factual times and places of reported overaggressiveness for all of them to be mere rumor.
Following are some factual examples, with some
names and details changed by request.
Dave Morton was on the track team when he
became a serious, Bible-believing Christian. He
approached two teammates who attend Crossroads to discuss their mutual concerns as growing Christians. Dave was immediately shut off
and told that he was leading people to hell. He
was graphically reminded of various references
to a "dog returning to his own vomit" and "the
last state lryas worse than the first," and "depart
from me you workers of iniquity." Dave was
totally devastated, and talked with several coun-

Author Jim Robinson chats
with Dave Morton about
the Grossroads church's
evangel¡stic methods.
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selors and ministers before calming down. He
finally accepted the fact that the brothers at
Crossroads were a little strange.
Lee, a Pensacola sophomore, was studying in
his room when a smiling, friendly boy appeared
at his door and struck up a conversation. He
seemed genuinely concerned about Lee and returned several times. He eventualìy invited Lee
to a Soul Talk downstairs, but Lee chose not to
attend. The boy came by several more times and
asked Lee to attend. After the fourth rejection,
the boy spewed out a couple of verses about hell
and judgment, turned and left. Lee said, "Now
when I meet him in the hall he absolutely refuses
to say hello or even look at me."

A young married couple

became members at

Crossroads. They were given a calendar that had
all the dates of Crossroads events marked with a

red pencil. They were told not to plan anything
on those dates, that the Lord's work must come
first. After two months the young husband, who
worked at night, and the wife, who worked days,
decided not to go to a scheduled Bible study on
their only night off together. They stayed home
to enjoy a quiet evening. The next day an older
brother called. They told him why they weren't
at church. He was very upset and said, "He who
loves husband or wife more than me, cannot be
my disciple."
Steve Wieman of Memphis, a former student
at Abilene Christian University, wanted out of
the rigid weekly regimen to 'Just be a Christian."
He later felt the sting of cold rejection by the
nineteen-year-old "elders" of Campus Advance
to such a degree he finally left Abilene Christian
University for good. (Campus Advance is an arm
of the Lucas method on the A.C.U. campus.
There are thirty-five such Crossroads outposts

around the country, each surprisingly identical in
doctrine and lifestyle to the Crossroads church.)
Sue Jackson of Memphis became totally involved at A.C.U., changed her personality from
the wittiest, friendÌiest, smilingest girl in Harding
Academy, to a rather morbid, unsmiling, unfrivolous, "all things decenb and in order" disciple
in A.C.U. Campus Advance.
Linda Jones was lonely and a little unsure
about her direction in life. After her initial contact on the University of Florida campus by a
member of Crossroads Church of Christ, she was
deluged with love and attention. Several phone
calls came each day from members. Notes of
concern with explicit passages of scripture about
judgment, hell, baptism, and obedience were
placed in her door. Soon her whole delicate life
was deeply entangled in Soul Talks, the sisters,
Bible studies, and prayer partners. She was baptized and her activities intensifiecl. She gave
much of her meager income, and was told to
move on campus to a dorm where she could have
a Soul Talk in her room and a sister could move
in as a roommate.
Linda was urged by her roommate to either
convert her one friend on campus or quit seeing
her. The sister insisted that they didn't have time
to deal with people who don't love the Lord. So
Linda gave up her only outside friend. But after
a few weeks she began to have doubts about the
teachings at the church. She couldn't quite believe that everyone in her family, all her relatives,
everyone at her home church, her Sunday school

hours. They forced her to read Scripture and
pray for forgiveness. They accused her of "spitting in the face of Jesus" and "crucifying the
son of God afresh" and "returning to her own
vomit,"
Linda was emotionally shattered, physically
sickened by the trauma, and spiritually destroyed.
She left town, quit school, moved back to her
home, and is only now slowly recovering from
this experience.
Hundreds of such stories are being told across
the country. These are six that I could validate.
ln Summation
1. Crossroads Church of Christ is an extremely
committed, growing, active, and highly disciplined Bible-oriented local church, meeting in
beautiful surroundings in a luxurious facility, led
by Chuck Lucas, founded upon a book, chapter,
and verse for every possible detail, carried out to
its logical conclusion.
2. The Gainesville community views this
church as a very strange, weird, and, at times,
horrifying group comparable to Moonies, Hare
Krishnas and other known cults.
3. The liberal wing of the religious community
is even more vocal and vociferous in denouncing
the Crossroads phenomenon. The evangelical segment of the religious community is bewildered,
honestly confused, and mystified by the Crossroads theology, methodology and outspoken exclusivism.

The crux of the controversy is the over-zealous
aggressiveness of ¡mmature Chr¡st¡ans and the total
exclusivism of Lucas and the ent¡re program.

teacher since childhood, her preacher and all her
friends were going to hell. At one point a sister
said sternly, "You can bet they're all going to
hell, and you will, too, if you don't obey the

Lord."
Linda tried to pull away, but was quickly and
sternly reprimanded by an older sister. The Sunday morning experience was powerful and she
found herself giving in to the emotional feeling
of "love," "fellowship," and "feeling of family,"
even though she had serious doubts about the
doctrines. Finally she refused to go. Four sisters
came into her dorm room on Monday morning
against her feeble protest. They stayed for three

8
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4. Crossroads is an extremely legalistic group,
Bible-oriented to a fault, patterned in personality down to the smallest detail after the meticu'
Ious perfectionism of its leader, Chuck Lucas.
5. The crux of the controversy is two-fold:
(a) The over-zealous aggressiveness of immature
young Christians who take it upon themselves to
apply discipline through intense love relationships with prayer partners; and (b) the total, absolute, explicit exclusivism of Lucas and the
entire program.
Next month I rvant to tell you about The Crux
of the Crossroads Controversy; or, Where Will
We Be When We Get Where We're

Going?

t
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By BRUCE BRADBERRY
Once again, a college has been accused of being non-Christian, Since, to my knowledge, the
Scriptures dilineate only the criteria for human
beings, not institutions, to be "Christian," I must
assume that Cathv Meehs has passed judgernent
on those of us humans who at one time or
another have been a part of Pepperdine University. In "Cathy Mr¿eks and the Great Band Aid
on Racism" (February, 1979) she is quoted as

freedom from our tradition's racial views, but we
were not sure how to go about it. We were sensitive to the views of our peers at other collegesagainst the war, against racism, against Big Brother-but we were not on the wavelength of
violence and demonstrations.
What we did was discover the city around us,
and we engaged in a number of responses to it:
social services, mission points, neighborhood acbeing uninterested in returning to the new cart- tivities. Most of the faculty and administration
pus of her alma mater because, "Malibu was a actively participated and often led the efforts.
way to escape from a (racially troubled) commu- Much good was done, and many lasting relationnity too difficult to deal with, and people need to ships formed between the college and the neighstop calling themselves Christian and doing that. borhood.
It's O.K. if you can't hack it and you want to
Meanwhile, though, Pepperdine was still a
run, but don't tell me that you represent the small, always struggling, private colìege. Not a
Nazarene when yclu're running."
church, not a mission, not a sanctuary. Funds
'Ihis theme is not a new one. Pepperdine has never come easily, and student fees played a critilong been accused of being "non-Christian" be- cal role in the support for the institution. Watts
cause an attractive new campus was built. Of had exploded the year before I arrived on campus.
course, the school was accused of being "nonChristian" Iong before as well, since the year of
The robberies, assaults, and rapes increased
its foutrding. Siuce, as I have indicated, no defini- while I was there. Fences were put up, and securtion exists (nor should) of a "Christian" college, ity multiplied. I recall leading a mild protest
that issue will be bypassed in favor of a discussion against the installation of cage-lihe screens on our
of the mof;ivations leading to the Malibu Camp¡s windows in the residence hall. Despite the varied
of Pr:pperdine [Jniversity.
success of these defenses, the character and prosI remember thr: ciirnatr: at Pepperdine College's pects of the institution were changing.
Los Angeles campus when I was a studeirt in the
Some change was good: an end to the rural
rnid 1960's. We were anxions to demonstrate oul orientation and Southern-facing emphasis, and a
re-examination of so,me of the mores and atti"
tudes among administration, facuity, staff, and
Ilrucç; llradberry is director of adnússions and rec<¡rds
aÍ Indiun Valley Colleges, Noual.o, California. His ts.A.
students. Other change was not good: a pessimism
and M.A. are fronz Pe.pperdine Uniuersity.
out of tune with the Christian mission, and the
MAY, 1979
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departure (or non-arrival) of faculty and students
whose driving motivatiot-l in life was not necessarily tied to the inner city and its problems
and opportunitics.
William Banowsky returned to Pepperdine during these years. At first he was assisting President
M. Norvel Young in development efforts, mostly
out of sight of the students. As he often pointed
out, the colìege was finding out that the brethren
in Bakersfield were no longer wilìing to send their
daughtr:rs to Pepperdine.
Alternatives were discussed. Factors su.ch as
student acceptance, donor participation, alumni
approval, church relationships, and, yes, even
Christian responsibility were carefully studied. Finally, thr: decision was made: to get out. Where
was not yet decided. Even how was unclear. The
only thing that was certain was that, for the
school to survive and fulfill its mission of Christian
education, a new site must be found. And fast.

Malibu opened in 1972. As it turned out, many
of the proverbial Bakersfield brethren still did not
send their daughters; but now the sons were not
sent, either. For whatever reason, Pepperdine was
now perceived to be certainly more non-Christian
than ever.+ Pepperdine-Malibu was finding its role
in its environment, and that role lacked some of
the traditional theological trappings that its ancestor seemed to possess.
'lhere were attempts made to yet maintain a
residential liberal-arts Christian college at the Los
Angeles campus. While a few chose to shout
"Hypocrite" at those whose Christianity was not
exclusively exercisable in the inner city, most of
the staff was busy making plans to commence an
exciting new curriculum and create "the urban
campus," whose whoLe attention would be focused
on the Christian approach to the problems of
metropoìis, ghetto, and like.
Admissions staff on both campuses worked
with each other, and learned the details of all the
programs. Both stories were told when high
schools and churches were visited, and when
guests arrived at either campus. Many students

to attend Malibu, Many chose Los Angeles;
but not enough.
So, the nature of the Los Angeles campus
changed. No longer could we, the institution, offer residence halls or liberal arts programs although
we, the institution, believed in both.
Seaver College, the undergraduate liberal arts
unit at Malibu, is not all white, nor \,vas it ever.
It has been, however, too white for the desires of
the vast majority of administrators, faculty, and
students. Hopefully, the racial and cultural mix of
the campus will continue to approach that of thr¡
Southern California area. Certainly, I am aware
that efforts continue toward that goal.
chose

The attention generated by the Malibu opening
attracted students, donations, and publicity for
the entire university. In addition, the Los Angeles
campus was freed of its traditional role and was
able to attempt its grand experiment in urban education (and urban evangelism).
Many of us mourned the passing of that dream.
But our mourning did not change the fact that
our best efforst failed. We continue to mourn,
though, because of the retributions, false charges,
and misinterpretations which prolong the funeral
and taunt the aggrieved family.
The fact is that Seaver College is a learning environment and, thankfully, a quite comfortable
and attractive one. Most of all, it is a place where
a student who possesses the academic ability can
live for a few years and learn and experience
knowledge, people, activity, and, without having
to look very hard, Jesus.
Pepperdine University is a reality. George Pepperdine's dream lives. It is different than it was
(but so are we). It is not as good as it should be,
but betterthan it might have been (but so are we).
And it is alive.
t

*It

is apparent that the mere grandeur of the campus
strikes the traditional restorationist hatred of wealth.
Even in Mission, writers commenting on Pepperdine take
pains to add the adjectives "plush" (Norman Parks, January, 1973), and "posh" (Ron Durham, February, 1-979).

The Diaconate of the primitive Ghurch was not confined to male members.
Deaconesses were a¡so âppo¡nted to attend to the wants of the sick and the needy, e$pecially
ôf the¡r own sex. This is evident from Rom. xv¡, l, and I Timothy v,9-15. This order

till about the beginning of the thirteenth century,
to be regretted that ¡t was ever discontinued in any Church.
-Robert Milligan, Scheme of Redemption

was continued, in the Greek Ghureh,

and

1t
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(Th" Restoration of Secularlty, Part

III)

Seculartty: The Chrtsttarr
Response
BY ROBERT O. FIFE

The Christian community has only two ways

in which it may respond to secularism. The first
is to limit the lordship of Jesus to a given portion of life, which is called "the sacred." The
second is to affirm the lordship of Jesus over all
of life, which is to recover biblical secularity.

These alternatives seem to be sufficiently clear.
Yet, not all disciples make the same choice. Many
are to be found who have chosen the first, and
have created a new monasticism--a monasticism
of the mind.
Not every monastery is located on a beautiful
hill and surrounded by high walls. Invisible walls
of the mind may be built to secure the saints
against secularism. Ironically, however, these
same walls may protect secularism against any
challenge by the saints!
Thus, disciples may dwell and worship unaware amidst great opportunity and need. Issueé
considered to be of major import within the
church may be totally irrelevant to the hurt and
concerns of multitudes who daily pass their way.
Conversely, concerns and crises of the age may
seem insignificant to the monastic. One is reminded of the medieval chronicler living amidst
shaking events in Europe. With the course of history hanging in the balance, his only observation
for the year ïyas that the monastery had lost several cows!

Surely the contemporary Christian community
can do better than this! The monastic spirit may

be reinforced institutionatly by defining

as

"God's \ryork" only the activity of the monastery.
All other activity is demeaned as "secular," and
thus less important. Extensive programs of
"church workt'may so "monasticize" their mernbers as to leave no time or energy for service in
the world. Often members are urged to drop out
of community affairs, and to "put God first."
To gather in order to worship God and to be
equipped for ministry in the world is one thing.
To gather in order to enlarge the monastery is
quite another.
Perhaps, unaware, such monasticism accords
well with secularism, for where secularism rejects
the authority of the transcendent One, monasticism fails to assert his authority beyond its own
gates. The result in both instances is the same.
The monastic spirit is in danger of committing
treason toward God. Scripture declares there is
no place void of his presence-not even Sheol
(Ps. 139:8). Scripture further proclaims that
Jesus is Lord. Note that it does not say he is simply lord of the church. True, the church is the
fellowship of those who have confessed him as
Lord, while multitudes in our age have not. But
he is yet Lord of all--and it is our high privilege
and responsibility so to declare him in the
saeculum.

Under his lordship, the saeculum becomes
Dr. Robert O. Fife is director of the Westwood Chrístian Foundøtion in Los Angeles and a widely truueled
professor and lecturer among Independent Christian
churches.
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sacred.

Another alternative also fails to affirm his
lordship. This is to yield to the spirit of the age,
adopting secularism as a way of life. Still "pro251
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fessing godliness" we may "deny the power
thereof (2 Tim. 3:5).
l{e have spoken of the way in which the
church of the Constantinian era "made its reconciliation with time." Such temptation is not limited to the past-indeed, it is ever with us. Witness the fashion in which the radical demands of
the gospel may be softened in order to popularize them. The necessity of repentance may be
overlooked on behalf of prospective members
whose talents or social standing make them
"highly desirable." The humble and reverent
obeisance of Christian baptism may be set aside
because it is "beneath the dignity" of a leading
citizen. The offense of the cross may be hidden
in sentimentality, lest a self-reliant age be "turned

Therefore, drink Y beer.

Z sports car attracts beautiful

persons

of the

opposite sex;

Beautiful persons of the opposite sex equals
ultimate happiness;
Therefore, buy Z sports car.
Are we being unduly facetious? Only if one
stops to think about the logic of such materials.
That is the very point, however: one is not asked
to think, but to submit to conditioning which
will duly conform his behavior to that of the age.
Transferred into the institutional life of the
church, the spirit of the age produces anomalies
which would be shocking \¡/ere we not already so
benumbed. Witness the mentality which obseryes

One is not asked to think, but to
submit to conditioning which will duly
conform his behavior to that of the age.

off." The resurrection may

be so interpreted
that it is little else than the natural blooming of
the flowers in spring. Instead of a sure word of
God from the pulpit, the latest fads may be reflected in the name of "relevance."
Or, the Christian community may indiscriminantly adopt the lifestyle of the age. Weary of
the battle, we may be tempted to put on the uniform of the enemy. Thought forms, habits of
speech, goals, and value systems may become indistinguishable from those with whom we daily

associate. Blatant confrontation by the enthroned principalities and po$¡ers may wear
down the disciple, especially when he feels as
did Elijah-"Lord, I am the only one left."
Equally tempting although much more subtle
of our culture. Daily
they influence our thought and behavior. Wo¡ds
change their ordinary meaning: the sin of homosexuality is called one's "sexual preference";
avarice is characterized as a "smatt deal"; gross
behavior toward one's fellow is called "freedom."
are the "hidden persuaders"

Or consider the following formulae which constitute our daily TV diet:
X breakfast cereal equals an Olympic Gold
Medal;

An Olympic Gold Medal equals Hollywood
and wealth;
Therefore, all children should eat X cereal.

Y beer equals "good friends";
"Good friends" equal fulness of life;
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that the best way to establish a congregation in a
suburb is to construct an imposing building. Then
the "right kind of people" will be attracted, and
a church established. Evaluate if you will the extent to which a congregation's facilities may so
commit them to an existing order that any call
to repentance must be muted for sake of expedience.

In such subtle ways does

secularism invade
its commiteroding
the Christian community,
this is
Jesus.
Obviously,
of
ment to the lordship
to
respond.
are
called
not the way in which we
There remains one other response: the restor'
ation of secularity.
To restore secularity is for the church to recover the offensive. It is to challenge secularism
by bringing th,e saeculum once more under divine
judgment. It is to affirm the rightful lordship of
Jesus Christ over all of life, as set forth in Scrip'
ture. It is to deny to the principalities and powers
their right to absolutize the institutions of men.
To restore secularity is to place the nation
state once more "under God," where it belongs.
It is to provide to human learning the one Truth
in which all truths cohere. It is to fitt the moral
vacuum in which modern man finds himself with
that Perfect Good embodied in Jesus Christ. It is
to quiet the storm of man's competition with his
fellows, the often barbarous treatment he iinposes, through advocacy of that cross in which
we all have inestimable worth.
To restore secularity is to implement seriously
the priesthood of all believers. It is to send the
MAY,I979

Christian into the marketplace as God's servant,
sworn to "be a sort of Christ" (Luther) there. It
is to send the disciple into the office of government, the factory, the home, the university, the
laboratory, the hospital for the same purposeto "be a sort of Christ" there.
To restore secularity is to frustrate the Evil
One, who has too long been allowed to enjoy his
usurped domain over the affairs of men. His preposterous presumption in offering our Lord the
kingdoms of the world (Lk. 4:5f) has been tolerated far too long. Those kingdoms were not his
to give-nor are they now. That "the whole world
lieth in the Evil One" states acondition, but not
a right. The word is still the same: "Thou shalt
worship the Lord thy God, and him only shalt
thou serve."
To restore secularity is to have done with the
notion that what happens from ten to twelve o'
clock on Sunday is "sacred," while the rest of
the weeli is "secular." It is to cease confusing
"church \ry'ork" with "the work of the church."
"Church \ryork," properly understood, is to prepare God's people for "the work of the church,"
which is mission in the saeculum.
To restore secularity is to tear down the monastic walls in which we have all too long sought
security. Our security is not in such walls, but
in the Lord. There is no justification for the fear
which built those walls. "Greater is He that is in

mean when advocating the recovery of secularity. It is to effect the kingdom in which his will
is done "on earth as it is in Heaven."
This is to claim the jewels of human culture
for him.It lays at his feet the treasures of human
learning, the arts, the sciences, even technology'
It is to refuse their claims to be "laws unto themselves," and therefore absolutized.
Even those human institutions associated with
the term "church" are to be brought under his
judgment. These are not "laws unto themselves,"
either. I find it significant that when Arthur
Koestler introduces the Communist Party as an
absolute which can with impunity devour the
prisoner, Rubashov, he quotes a statement by
the twelfth century bishop of Verden:
When the existence of the church is threatened,
she is released from the commandments of
morality. With unity as the end, the use of
every means is sanctified, even cunning, violence, simony, prison, death. For all order is
for the sake of the community, and the individual must be sacrificed to the common good.
(Dietrich Von Nieheim, quoted in Dsrkness ut
Noon, p.89.)
But Scripture says, "For the time is come that
judgment must begin at the house of God" (I
Pet. 4:1?). Disciples of Jesus dare not judge the
world before judging themselves. And perhaps
this reflects the most subtle and demonic temp-

When we invest institutions of our

devising with the ultimate sanctions of
God, have we not committed the sin of secularism?

you, than he that is in the world" (I Jn. 4:4).
Satan has never had any trouble climbing monastery walls, so they give only a false sense of
security in any event. But he is content to have
us remain within, relatively unthreatened, for
then he can make his blasphemous claims upon
the sae culurn without contradiction.
When Charles M. Sheldon wrote In His Steps,
he sought to set forth what Christian conduct in
the saeculun would mean. It was to ask, "What
would Jesus do?" in the marketplace, the media,
in the factory, the slum, and the home. 'Ihat
some have found the idea preposterous is a sad
commentary on the extent to which disciples
have assumed he has no living authority outside
the sanctuary. Such a question is considered impractical, and meaningless for the "real world."
But Sheldon's question is exactly what we
MAY, 1979

tation of all. When we invest institutions of our
devising with the ultimate sanctions of God, and
require absolute obedience to them in his name,
have we not committed the sin of secularism?
Let us, therefore, recover that true secularity,
the other face of the sacred, and exhibit in our
common life what it is to confess Jesus as Lord
of alt creation. Let us claim for him the king'
doms of men. Let us no more cower within our
monastic walls, awaiting the consummation when
he in his splendor appears. Let us, rather go forth
as militant pioneers of the New Age, proclaiming
his rightful reign, "until he comes."
Let every kindred, every tribe
On this terrestrial ball,
Bring forth the royal diadems
And crown him Lord of. allt
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The Church
and

Environmental
Tnrbulencez
A SystemsApproach
By THOMAS L. WINTER

For several years I have been increasingly involved in the area of organizational analysis. In
the process, I have found myself drawn toward
using these skills to analyze that organization to
which I owe the greatest allegiance, the church.
A friend, whose own personal academic growth
parallels mine, warned me against attempting to
do a critical analysis of my spiritual heritage. An
ex-Mormon, he knows firsthand how dangerous
it can be to impartially and empirically assess
one's o\ryn religious birthright. His zeal for objectivity in reporting the social realities of Mormon
faith and practice has effectively ostracized him
from Mormonism. And yet, I think my friend
knows that I am doing just as he has done for
the same reasons. If we are to understand where
we are and where we are going, we must employ
the goals of modern knowledge in self-critique.
THE CHURCH AS A SOCIAL SYSTEM
So-called "systems theory" has grown from a
novelty to almost a given in the analysis of organizations. Systems language is relevant when
looking at the church,in that it gives us the most
useful model for analysis.
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R. L. Ackoff defines a system as "any entity,
conceptual or physical, which consistsof interdependent parts." This is entirely consistent with
the Pauline conception that "you are the Body
of Christ, and individually members of it" (1
Cor.13:27).
The church is therefore social in nature. All
this means is that one can only be in the church
when he or she is ín relationship with another
human being. It implies that the relationships in
the church can be assessed with the same tools
that one critiques other social organizations.
Systems may be open or closed. Closed systems have very little interchange with their environment, with inputs and outputs highly particularized. Open systems, on the other hand,
have "permeable boundaries"-that is, a higher
level of interchange between the organism/organization and its environment.
A closed system will tend toward entropy, or
randomness. Homogeneity, or all parts being the
same, is a form of entropy, in that there is no
tension to bring about the processing of inputs.
Tom Winter is director of Christían Seruices of the
of Churches of Christ in the Dallas

Southwest, a worh
area.
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On the other hand, an open system will strive
for negatiue entropy, or homeostasls-a steady
state with counter-balancing demands within the
system.

It is my contention that the church was intended to be an opeu system, with a diversity of
inputs and outputs-hence the Pauline admonition that "there are varieties of gifts, but the
same Spirit; . . . to each is given the manifestation of the Spirit for the common good" (1 Cor.
L2:47).
As an open social system, the church should
be characterized by seven obselable phenomena:
interdependence of the parts; holism (the whole
is greater than the sum of its parts); the parts are

A more subtle and more philosophical economic force is the tnerÌeet relatiottsltip in which
Churchr¡s of Christ operatr:. IÌconotnists deliueate

five marl<et conditions: pure competitiotr, monopolistic competitiou, pttre oligopoly, diffr:rentiated oligopoly, and monopoly.
Churches of Christ characteristically claim
monopoly on the marketplace of truth. In contrast, the consumers of their services (theological
positions, primarily, although education and entertainrnent are also significant outputs of the
tradition) see churches as a more open, competitive market.
Within sub-systems of Churches of Christ, the
claims are usually that there is a pure oligopoly.

Church leaders have lacked the theological
and cultural sophistication to differentiate between
biblical imperatives and matters of culture.

only comprehended in relationships with other
systems; there are hierarchies of sub-systems
within the greater system; there is an adaptive
interaction between the system and other systems; and there is growth and decay within the
system.

It is not within the scope of this article to attempt to demonstrate the existence or absence
of these criteria in the church. I would suggest,
however, that the absence of any of them in any
organization is cause for concern about that organízation's viability

.

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS

That is, "We (few) have what you need, but
among 'us' you may find more of what you
want." This is analogous to the automobile industry, where the given is that one wants a car,
but "our" car is rnore luxurious, economical,
prestigious than "their" car. In practice, we soon
begin relating to each other on the basis of a differentiated oligopoly. "They" have some truth,
but not nearly enough; "they" are soft ou doc-

trine, or similar chargr:s.
This lack of conceusus between Churches of
Christ and the unchurched demonstrates that
there is little interface between the church and
the world. As a result, we ofteu attempt to sell
buggy whips to automobiìe drivers in our theological marketplace.

Organizations exist in relationship to other
systems. The church is no exception. This environment is characterized by Howard Carlisle as
containing four forces: economic, socio-cultural,
technoìogical, and politicolegal. AII are factors
in explaining moclern church behavior, especially
in the tradition of the Churches of Christ.

Socio-cultural Forces
Two factors are most significant in the modern
church's relati.onship to socio-cultural forces in
society. 'lhese are changes in uaLues and demographic cltanges.

The church has had difficulty with value
in society for a singular reasolf. Church

changes

Economic Forces
It is impossible to over-emphasize the role of
economic fotces on modern church behavior'
Multi-million dollar church facilities, ministeriaì
salaries in the $30,000 to $60,000 range (for
non-technical, non-professional, and often minimally educated individuals) only begin to demonstrate the role of economic factors on our
theology.
MAY, 1979

leaders have lacked both the theological and the
cultural sophistication to differentiate between
issues of biblical imperative and matters of cul-

tural difference. Resistance to alternative translations of the Bible and vicious attacks on new
styles of song are two obvious exatnples of areas
in which theological and cultural naivete have
made our tradition effete in dealing with environmental change.
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We have donr.¡ no better in dealing with the
dr:mographic, aird rr:sultant cnltural, changes
whìch have characterized post-industrial society.
I would suggest that 90 percent of the people in
thr: pews of our churches are better educated,
both generally and theologically, than their ministers. Ministerial training in our tradition, howevr:r, cor-rtinues to assume a rural, moderately
r:ducated church member. It is no wonder that
urban churches are characterized by rapid turn<¡ver of rnembr:rs, along with a flocking to preachcrs on the basis of how, rather than what, they
preach.

Until our ¡rreachr:r training efforts begin to include traiiring in sociology, psychology, urban
affairs, and comrnnnity development, in addition

cognizing it. Preachers are ìrired and flired on
their intangible personal appeal, Bible school literature is pnrchased from non-Chr-rrcl-r of Christ
sources atrd republished, intact, nnder "acceptable" auspices. Yet the telephonr: cornpany utilizes an interview with a Church of Christ publishing company executive who discusses how
Iong-distance has helped their rnarkr:ting. 'Lhe
acceptance of the influence of advertising technoìogy would aiter our churches' staircc in a

media-dominated world.
Mobiìity of the populace, an outgrowth of
technology, also enables church members to
"shop" for a church which meets their peculiar
theological penchant. It keeps us from having to
associate with fellow-commlrnicants who differ

Perhaps it is too much to expect us
to respond appropriately to suburbanization, for
we have yet to accept urbanization as a fact.

to core shills in biblicaì

hermeneutics (which are
usually inferior to those learned in other groups),
we will continue to drive sophisticated, cognitively complex urbanites away from our assemblir:s.

Suburbanism, too, represents a crisis with
which we are failing to cope. Perhaps it is too
much to expect us to respond appropriately to
subnrbanization, for we have yet to accept urbanization as fact. Yet, as Gibson Winter writes,
"The metropolitan sprawl has come about so
rapidly that the churches will be unable to
church new areas according to their present pattern." What this meâns is that we will be unable
to build churchr:s fast enough to maintain ,,ìocal"
congregational patterns. And yet we continue to
Iabc¡r over the illusion that suburban America
must have local congregations, just as the rural
commutrities of our immediate past.
'1'e

chno lo gicul .Irorces

Technological change has an impact on the
church in ì.argely indirect ways, particularìy as it
has interacted with socio-culturaÌ and economic
factors. There are, however, distinct ways in
which technological forces have an impact on
the church in modern society.
Probabìy the rnost obvious is in the area of
communications. Mass media, and the marketing
of ideolclgy through the media, are forces with
which the church has failed to cope. We use
"Madison Avenue Hype," but often without re-
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dramaticallv from us, socially, economically, or
theoìogically. As a result, we avoid facing
squarely the ambiguities which are inhr:rent in
our theological positions, whether "liberal" or
"conservative,
Po

litico-

le

gal

"

tr-

or ces

Political forces are havin¡¡ an iucrr:ased impact
on churches, although this area is the least significant of those discussed here. Legal issues have
had the greatest impacl, on church-related social
and educational efforts. Nursing homes, children's services, and schools (both academies and
colleges)are forced to deal with political reaìities
in a number of areas.
The church as an institution, however, should
recognize that political and legai r:nvironments
in America today are affecting church decisions.
Personal tax exernptions for contributions to
churches, equal rights and equal access to voluntary organizations are among the areas in which
legal decisions can irnpact church poìicy.
ENVI RONM ENTAT CONSI DH RATIONS

The modern church, we have noted above,
exists in relationship with a broader environment. In reality, a local church exists in two environments: the mecro-environment of society,
and a smaller micro-environment of what Rich¿ud

Niebuhr called the "denomination." Let us

as-
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the modern church in relationship to

the

cerns. Issues of boundary definition, i.e., what is

latter, "denominational" environment.
F. L. Emory and E. L. Trist suggested in 1965
that certain social change processes can change
the environment itself. As this "turbulence" increases, organizations in the environment begin
to compete for scarce resources. At the same
time, and independent of this competition, environmental changes exceed our capacity to predict their direction. This condition of "relative
uncertainty" causes the human service otganization to lose control over its destiny.
Emory and Trist suggest four consequences of
a turbulent environment. First, there will be an
emergence of ualue concerns. Appeals are made
to categorical imperatives as the basis for coping
with the unpredictability of the environment.
This appeal to universal law can be functional or
dysfunctional, depending on how appropriately
it is applied to the environmental situation. Intercongregationally, this activity would be demonstrated by communications which appeal to one's
activities as being justified because they are
"right." Others would be attacked on this moral

Dwight Harshbarger's words, "who is eligible to
enter a system under what conditions, and, most
importantly, who is to be kept out or extruded
from an organization."
Last, Emory and Trist suggest that the nature
of the "geme" will shift in a turbulent environment. Under conditions of environmental stability, we see "non-zero sum games" as organizations interrelate. In non-zero sum games, all
participants can "win,"or at leastperceive themselves as having gained from interactions. In a
turbulent field, organizations begin shifting strategies to zero-sum games. In these interactions
there is a winner and a loser. Ironically, the acceptance of zero-sum game assumptions serves
to further increase field turbulence. In our religious micro-environment, this consequence of
environmental turbulence suggests that our interrelationships become more competitive and

sess

the appropriate domain of the organization,
would be expected to arise. Intercongregationally, we could expect to see definitions of, in

ln a turbulent env¡ronment outs¡ders
come to view the act¡v¡t¡es of the system
unrelated to broader social realities.

ground, with major professional groups (in our
case, preachers) attempting to increase their relative power and resources by appeals to moral
law.

The second consequence of a turbulent environment is a strain toward irreleuance. Outsiders, in particular, come to view the activities
of the system in question as unrelated to broader
social realities. Relating this to the intercongregational environment, one would expect to see
individual churches accusing others of being involved in irrelevant activities, with resulting increases in defensive communications. Additionally, various statuses within individual congregations could be expected to compete for power
and influence, as well as scarce resources. All
this time, outsiders would be perceiving these
activities as irrelevant to the church's expressed
goals.

The third consequence suggested by Emory
and Trist is the emergence of topological conMAY, 1979

as

more political. Churches would be defined as
winners or Ìosers, and mutual enhancement and
cooperation are seen as negative activities.
It is not necessary to give examples of presentday behavior among Churches of Christ for the
reader to infer that our inter-congregationalfield
is turbulent. The important question is whether,
discerning these signs, we can give the church a
more biblical shape instead of merely allowing
its shape to be determined by the environment.

PREDICTABLE FACTORS

It is important to attempt some predictive
statements about our direction as a sociological
unit. Two areas will likely prove crucial as we
face the future.
Centrqlization
Sociological theory suggests that we can expect Churches of Christ to establish a more
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formal centralization of authority to prevent the
displacement of traditional goals. This prediction
is made on the basis of organizational research
by William M. Evan (following Robert Merton).
Evan has suggested that, when the size of an "organization-set" increases, it will centralize in
order to maintain control over what he calls
"focal" organizations. A corollary to this finding
suggests that there will be an increase in the
formalization of rules in focal organizations, to
guard against goal displacement.

Put more simply, these empirically verified
hypotheses of organizational behavior tell us that

concept. Church of Christ seminaries (we call
them "preacher schools") have one distinctive
characteristic: they require no demonstrable level
of educational competence for admission. Conservative Christian Churches have used this model
for years. While it has served to fix their doctrine
solidly among congregations, it has further removed each succeeding generation of graduates
from the real (and especially the academic)
world. In contrast to Church of Christ preacher
training schools, Christian Churches have broadened their sources of input in institutional administration, using multi-congregational repre-

When churches are told by iournal ed¡tors
or preacher-school execut¡ves to take stands on
intercongregat¡onal squabbles, we have evidence of
our com¡ng-out as a denomination.

we will soon see a formal, centralized source of
church authority, whose purpose is to guard the
traditional goals of our movement. We can already see.different groups jockeying for influence
in this arena. Primarily, schools of preaching and
brotherhood editors have begun this political
maneuvering for influence. Local congtegations
are being pressured by these forces to line up on
certain issues. While some of these issues may
have doctrinal merit, many are petty personality
power-plays to discredit political enemies. When
churches are told by journal editors or preacherschool executives to take stands on inter-congregational squabbles, we have empirical evidence
of our coming-out as a denomination. And,
while there are many dangers in our centralization of authority, the most damning criticism of
this trend is that pou¡er is being centralized in a
single individual, rather than in a group.

hofessional Clergy
Concurrent with centralization of .authority,
we would expect to see an increase in the specialized training necessary to prepare ministers
to carry out "denominational" directives or policy. Our tradition has resisted the temptation to
advocate special training of preachers until fairly
recently. The liberal arts emphasis of Church of
Christ-related colleges has been a hallmark of our
movement, and for generations produced generalists for our pulpits.
The recent trend, however, is away from this
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sentation on boards. The result has been that a
single, strong individual has less power in institutional decision-making than in Church of
Christ programs.
The turbulent environment which characterizes Churches of Christ today will serve to
strengthen the development of a separate clergy.
Technicians in The Truth will replace ministers
of the gospel; law and church polity will become
of more importance than the gospel.
CONCLUDING OUESTIONS
Where do we go from here? How do we deal
with this rather alarming prognosis for our movement? Most importantly, can ïve maintain our
unique contribution to Christendom as a voice
for unencumbered, non-sectarian, Christianity?
Frankly,I do not know. Either of two rather dismal alternatives sometimes seems likely: we may
complete our course of denominationalizing, or
we will be shattered, Humpty-Dumptylike, into
dozens of irretrievable, irreconcilable fragments.
But we have another choice. We could rediscover what the Campbells and Stones of a few
generations ago gave us: a concept of congregational responsibility, and tolerance of diversity
in the broader fellowship of believers. Given
what we know of organizational behavior, it will
take an extra measure of God's mercy to have
the courage to choose this option. But without
that courage we will continue to crucify the
Body of his Son.
t
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Bøckfr:ormtheBrink
(Part I)

Six Ouestions in Biblical Perspective About Out-of-Body Experiences
By PERRY C. COTHAM

"All through recorded history, people have
predicted life after death. But only now with
modern resuscitation methods are we beginning
to see beyond that door. And the things ïve are
seeing would curl your toes." Or thus states a
promotional "blurb" for a new book by Dr.
Maurice Rawlings, Beyond Death's Door. Sales
of books describing near-death phenomena provide evidence that the general public has a strong
curiosity about the "other side" of life and is
seeking almost any kind of evidence for life beyond the grave.
Elisabeth Kubler-Ross,.Swiss-born psychiatrist
and noted authority on death and dying, is a major advocate of life after death. Stimulated by
reports of spiritual adventures of patients at the
point of death, Kubler-Ross decided to conduct
her own investigations. Since 1969, she claims
to have traveled out of the body, encountered
"spirit guides" who report to her on life after
death, and received visits from "materializations"
of former patients who are dead. While discussing
life after death, she speaks with certainty and
dogmatism. To one group of clergymen in Cali
fornia, she concluded a series of lectures with
these words: "I do not simply believe in life after
death. I hnow there is life after death." In her
Questions and Answers on Death and Dying, she
states: "Before I started working with dying paDr. Perry C. Cotham is preøching minister for

the

Church of Christat Westwood in McMinnuille, Tennessee.
His edition of studies, Christian Social Ethics: Penpectives and Problems has just been released by Baher Booh

House.
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tients, I did not believe in a life after death. I
now believe in a life after death, beyond a shadow of a doubt" (p. 167).
Robert A. Monroe, businessman and inventor,
claims to have sent 1,400 persons on out-ofbody trips over the past seven years. His book,
Journeys Out of the Body, meticulously records
his own out-of-body visits; his use of space and
exploration jargon seems calculated to dazzle
less sophisticated minds.

Perhaps the person who has done the most to
quicken interest and controversy over out-ofbody experiences is Dr. Raymond A. Moody, Jr.
His book, Life after Life, has gone into at least
twenty printings and has sold nearly two million
copies. A sequel, Reflections on Life after Life,
has appeared. There is no doubt about the publishing success of this author. Two matters are
questioned, however-first, the author's qualification for recording and interpreting these neardeath experiences and, for our purposes here,
the meaning and value of this evidence in terms
of biblical theology.
Moody has compiled a composite description
of the common elements of those reporting outof-body experiences. Accordingly, the person
may hear a doctor or spectator say that he has
died; feelings of peace, warmth, and quietness
follow. He may hear a noise or feel pulled rapidly
through a dark tunnel. Soon the "old body" is
seen from a distance, spiritual beings appear to
aid the transition and communicate comfort, a
"being of light" will appear and ask questions
aiding the retrospection of the dying person. The
person may engage in a life review, see a border
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or limit as a definite division between this and
another life, and then reluctantly return to his
old body. The person finds himself unable to
communicate adequately to others the nature of
this experience, and his attitude toward life and
death seems to change radically after this experience.

How should Christian apologists evaluate such
evidence for the afterlife? Will future texts on
Christian evidences include some of the findings
and conclusions drawn by Moody and KublerRoss? I have attempted to sample contemporary
theological reaction (from both liberal and conservative camps) to Moody's book and others
like it. While liberals have been generally more
skeptical of such claims as reported by Moody,
or at least of placing such an interpretation on
these experiences as "proving" the reality of an
afterlife, some serious questioning has come from
thoughtful evangelicals. Kubler-Ross's certainty
may be a welcome boost to the feeble faith of
many Christians. There is a substantial measure
of reassurance to one's faith when someone outside the borders of that faith independently uncovers evidence supporting traditional dogma.
And though Moody acknowledges a clearly definable Christian orientation (he was raised as a
Presbyterian and is now a Methodist), he insists
that he is not trying to "prove" that there is life
after death. Rather, he says, he is drawing attention to a baffling and insufficiently studied
phenomenon.

Rrpor,rible theological criticism of these outof-body experiences, it seems to me, should raise
at least the following questions:
(1) What is going to be allowed to count for
an experience of death? Is "death" defined in a
strict and thoroughly consistent way in each of
these descriptions of a person who has "died"
and had certain experiences? Moody seems to
recognize this problem and frequently sets the
words "death" and "died" in quotation marks.
He classifies the experiences he has studied by
three distinct categories:
(a) The experiences of persons who were resuscitated after having been thought, adjudged,
or pronounced clinically dead by their doctors.

(b) The experiences of persons who, in the

course

of accidents or severe injury or
to physical death.

came very close
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illness,

(c) The experiences of persons who, as they
died, told them to other people who were
present. Later, these other people reported
the content of the death experience to me
(Life After Life, p. 16).
For certain there is a significant difference between having the experience of almost dying and
having a post-rrrortem experience. The problem
is complicated by the complexity of death. We
do not die all at once. A human life has no
sharply defined end. What we call the moment
of death is more properly a drawn-out sequence
of events, at least in most cases. The "deaths" of
the varied organs and cells that form the human
body occur at their own rates. And the death of
the entire person is a fleeting moment tied to no
single, isolated organic event.

(2) Me Moody and other investigators correct
argying that the descriptions of life after a
death experience are quite unlike what would
have been normally expected on the basis of previous training? Moody points out that his witnesses do not speak of a "heaven of pearly gates,

in

golden streets, and winged, harp-playing angels,
nor a hell of flames and demons with pitchforks." The absence of this type of tinguistic
imagery, however, is no proof that other "religrous" trainings have not acted to shape these descriptions of what happens after death. After all,
there are numerous movements and philosophies
in contemporary American life which function
in a quasi-religious manner.
Two researchers working independently of
Moody have gathered similar data of life near
the point of death. Karlis Osis and Erlunder Haraldsson, conducted interviews with doctors and
nurses in America and India who had been at the
bedside of patients who spoke of their experiences as they died. Information was collected on
nearly 500 such cases in order to determine if
belief alone could cause and shape the content
of visionary experiences. Caution was taken to
insure that visions were not due to medical factors known to cause hallucinations; and only 20
percent were taking drugs, such as morphine,
that sometimes cause hallucinations. These researchers found "a strong cultural stamp to the
visions. Most Americans saw loved ones, most
Indians saw religious figures. Religion determined
the identity of the figure; no Christian patient
saw a Hindu deity, and no Hindu saw Jesus."
Thanatologist Daniel Goleman concludes: "This
evidence shows that people near death have cerMAY. 1979

tain common visions that differ from ordinerry
hallucinations and that vary according to culttrre" (1'sychology 'I'oday, Apriì, I9'17, pp. 5659). This kiird of evidence suggests Christians
n'ìust be cautior"rs in interpreting what the out-ofbcldy experiences mean in terms of certainty of
the afterlife.
(3) Does evidence of "survival" in itself support the New Testament hope in the resurrection
of the dead and in the consummation of God's
hingdom? In fairness, Moody does not claim that
it does, but many of his readers have probably
drawn this conclusion.

A
/-an

importanL distinction must be drawn here.
Out-of-body experiences give intimations of immortality. Immortality of the soul was a Greek
philosophical concr.:ption, but for Christians it
was more than that-it was an article of faith (cf.
Phil. 1:2I-24; 2 Cor. 5:1). However, Christian
faith was not wrapped up entirely in immortality. Primitive Christian faith also included the
resurrection of a new body, predicated upon the
bodily resurrection of Jesus Christ. The Christian
theological tradition embraced both the immortality of the soul and the resurrection of the
body. There is, of course, a difference in the two
-one could believe in one doctrine and not believe in the other. I{istorically, the resutrection
doctrine has been subjected to the greater
amount of skepticism. ln spite of our self-image
of being more rational and more sophisticated
than the ancients, resurrection may have been no
more believable to people in primitive times than
it is today. From the earliest beginnings, Christians have becn forced to defend the resurrection, beginning with the resurrection of Jesus
(cf. 1 Cor. 15).
Christians enthusiastically endorsing the findings of Moody, Kubler-Ross, and others should
tal<e note of what the evidence purports to substantiate. These writings do little to uphold the
"total package" of Christian faith about the future. 'Ihe issue is an important one, as Robert
Wilken points out:

What is characteristic of modetn criticism of
the Christian hope is that most critics tend to
drive a wedge between the immortality of the
soui and the resurrection of the body, usually
concentrating on the clne, and, in the case of
theologians, appealing to the orle over against
MAY, 1979

the other. But the classical tradition lnaintained both and understood thr:m as complementarSr (DiaLog, Spring 1976, p.172).
What was the meaning of resurrection-life tcr
the New Testament writers? Writers such as Paul
and John were not primarily interested in th<:
survival of individuals. Instead, their concem was
with the final consummation of God's kingdom
and the ultimate triumph of God over sin, suffcring, alienation, and death throughourt the creation. According to Daniel Migliore, the some¡times misused distinction between belief in thr:
soul's immortality and hope in the resurrection
of the body has two decisive aspects:
That resurrection life is a gracior"rs act of God
and not an inherent property of the soul; and
that resurrectior-r-life in personal life in colnmunity rather than the disembodied existence
of the self. . Embodie¡d existr¡nce is the
medium of social relationships, of the new koinonia of freedom and reconciliation presently
known in an anticipatory way "in Christ. "
This hope in the resurrection of the dead envisions the goal of human life not as the survival of the self but as the completion of perfect community with God and wjth othr¡rs
(Theology Today,July 1977, p. 181).
Another distinction may be rnade. Aìthough
they converge into one, the question of the eternal and that of "life after death" are different.
Obviously, the more basic is the question of the
eternal. Robert P. Scharlemann makes this distinction in relationship to those claiming out-ofbody experiences. The question of the eternal
asks

. . Not only whether after that tirne in ottr
future when we shall have becorne corpses we
may still, or again, in some way 'live' as we
had before, but whether in the oscillation between ìife and death that is a part of daiiy experience there is something eternal, embracing
both the one and the other.

Scharlemann notes that the news media carì
carry reports of people who were certifiably
dead for as long as twenty minutes and who can

give an account of what happened duritrg that
period. This may or may not convince others of
immortality. "But what needs to be noted is that
such testimonies, even when convincing, are not
the same as evidences or disclosures of an eternal
life. A life coming after physical dealh need not
be eternal; it might still be a life surrounded by a
death of another sort" (Di+log, Spríng 1976, p.

118).

r

(To Be Concluded Next Mortth)
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its effects a¡e here for those who
willing to hold to its hope.

are

Patrick Langston
Decatur, Alabama

Can Women Worship?

I

listened to a sermon on worit occurred to me that
there is still a place where the Samaritan woman could not worship, nor
could she by her testimony convert
others as she did in the first century,
As

ship today

Talking to Ourselves

I

can't resist adding my two bit's
worth to a good article, "Living with
Uncerl,ainty" by Cline Davis (March
issue). "Living with Uncertainty"
would make a fine sul¡iitle for a book

cation by faith, I was grateful for
your inclusion of Rhoderick D. Ice's
excellent appraisal of the magazine
and its movement (Verdict and the
New Reformation Fellowship," February issue).

years

we have been writing for several
titled The llestoration Mouemenl. After the third, fourth, fifth,

The doctrine of justification by
faith has been painfully deficient in
ihe Church of Christ in recent years.

and sixth drafts of this book are sent

We have long associated the phrase

of this book

sadly enough, felt that we had to
oppose anything advocated by the
"denominational world." The ptain

back, one might justifiably get the

idea that the writers

don't know what they're

talking

about. However, I never did think it
was a very worthy endeavor to spend

time on a book, the substance of
which was consumed with "how to
read this book." In other words,
we've been talking to ourselves for
too, too long.
Where is the awareness of victory
outside of ourselves? Isn't the good
news supposed to be that r¡ictory has
been accomplished /or us? Then
what, may I ask, have we got to do

with it other than claiming it? It
seems that our need is not to be
"freed" to probe for new answers,
but to probe the answers that have
been given.

If I

am saddled with
probing for new answers, then I
remain buried under the crushing
weight of death. yea, though the
Church of Christ is lapsing into reactionary stagnation, I have heard
enough of this sort of talk, and more
than enough. In other words, there
is enough uncertainty without ampli-

fication; instead, Iet us go on to
unwrap the life ihai is "hid with
Christ in God." That is, perhaps, if
we really believe it is there io be
found.
John Mc Cook
Iìtl¡nond, Oklahorna

Justification by Faith
Beirrg a reader of Verdict and well
aware of iheir dedication to justifi"
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with other religious bodies,

and,

fact is that justification by faith is
a biblical doctrine, and one at the
very heart of the Christian religion.
Is this not the apostle Paul's basic
thrust in his Ìetter to the Romans,
and in fact, much of his other
writing? I would hate to think that

my salvation is dependent upon anything that I can do, especially in the
light of God's infinite holiness.

In regard io the editor's question
"How can the freshness of new beginnings be maintained among sub-

sequent generations?," I would say
that the New Reformation movement

in itself is not new at all.

This is
made quite clear in Ice's article.
Are not the basic principles of the

movement quite similar to the redis-

coveries

of Martin Luther, B. W.

Stone, the Campbells and others?
And do not these rediscoveries have
their basis in the writings of the
apostle Paul? The freshness of a
movement is not based on its founders; the freshness is in the message,
and the message is plain: o'For by

grace you have been saved through
faith; and this is not your own doing,
it is the gift of God..." (Eph. 2:8).
The movement did not begin with
Brinsmead; it did not begin with
tuther; it began 2,000 years ago in
the person and work of Christ, and

This place is the public worship of
the Churches of Christ. As the mini-

ster discussed the types of public
worship and stated that no one can
worship by proxy he failed to tell
how members of the sex of this, the
first Samaritan told of the Messiah,
can worship publicly.

They cannot pray or prophesy as
they did in the days when Paul told
them how to wear their hair when
praying and prophesying in public.
They can sing, but cannot fully participate for they can never lead the
singing. They are no more silent following than leading; so why can they
sing?

They can give, but never facilitate
the giving by passing the plate. This
could be done in silence. They can
take communion, but not participate
as males do. Here again they could
serve the congregation in

utter silence.

Anatomy is truly destiny in the
Churches of Christ. The verse in
I Timothy 2 used to prohibit women
from participating in public worship
appears

eight,

in the

same chapter as verse

in which Paul commands

men everywhere to

all

lift their hands to

pray. Why is this verse completely

After all, verse eight
comes before verse twelve. Speaking
of verses about women, I have never
heard the verse saying it is good for a
overlooked?

man not to touch a woman advocated as a rule for the men in the
Church of Christ.
I admire the policy of. Míssíon

for printing both sides of questions.

This is a policy very rare in any publicaiion. Your articles on women
and the church have been very encouraging.

Annie Woodbridge
Carbondale, Illinois
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preaching at us, but then observed that because
he was doing so, "God must want me to do so,"
and took up where he had left off. "If any of
you aren't preaching the Bible, I hope your

church folds next week," he yelled.
I began to glance around for a side door.
After all this brow-beating, Robison finally
got around to the issue and made his first relevant point. "The issue is not homosexuality. It
THREATENING CHAMPION,
is freedom of speech-the freedom to preach."
THREATENED CAUSE
He then revealed that WFAA-TV had informed
him that they were not going to allow any minGuest editorial by Mission board member
ister to use their station to discuss "homosexDauid Reagan
uality, abortion, euthanasia, women's rights,
liquor-by-the-drink, gun control, or marijuana,"
His name is James Robison. His presence is over' because these were "political issues."
At the end of the meeting, one of Robison's
powering. He stands head and shoulders taller than
aides suggested that he get a show of hands as to
most. Coal black hair. Dark, steely eyes. Black
what denominations were represented (the indesuit. Confident. Aggressive. Downright cocky.
pendent
Baptists were in the majority). "Okay,"
At 36, Robison is billed as "the next Billy Grasaid
Robison,
"let's start with the group that is
hâm." On February 29 he preached against homomost
unlikely
to be represented. Is there anyone
sexuality on his weekly television program which
from
here
the
Church of Christ?" I raised my
is carried on 90 stations. The next day, his home
hand.
Robison
looked startled. Then, suddenly
base station, WFAA-TV in Dallas, cancelled his
pointed
he
his
finger
at me and snapped, "I know
program. The station charged that he had repeatyou
people don't agree with me
Church
of
Christ
edly violated the provisions of the Fairness Docyou to know that I don't
doctrinally,
but
I
want
trine, subjecting the station to severe criticism
you
I had come to show supagree
with
either."
and requiring the station to gtant free time to
port.
return
singled
out for denunciation.
In
I
was
those whom Robison had attacked. The station
I
sat
in
the
car
afterwards
with my lap full
As
then granted free and equal time to the Dallas
press
and bulletin
of
releases,
bumper
stickers,
Gay Caucus, although Robison had not attacked
issue couldn't
inserts,
why
the
I
kept
wondering
the Caucus or any other homosexual group or
person.
But while
likeable
revolve
around
a
more
individual by name.
for his
I
do
care
I
may
not
for
the
speaker,
care
Robison retaliated by hiring the renowned
prothat
the
right
And
I'm
convinced
to
speak.
criminal attomey, Richard "Racehorse" Haynes.
gram
have
misconat
WFAA
badly
executives
Haynes has requested a hearing before the FCC
strued the Fairness Doctrine---as is evidenced by
and has made it clear that he and Robison are
the fact that none of the other stations which
prepared to take the case all the way to the
carr5r Robison's program have felt compelled to
U.S. Supreme Court, if necessary.
grant free time to anyone. Nor have any of them
Since I was personally appalled by what I concancelled the program.
sidered to be a blatant violation of Robison's
Under WFAA's interpretation of the Fairness
First Amendment rights of free speech, I deciDoctrine,
the Ku Klux Klan could demand equal
ded to attend a special meeting of Dallas/Ft.
time
for
"Roots," and the Nazis could demand
Worth area ministers which he called in mid-April.
for "Holocaust." (In fact, the Nazis
the
same
There Robison launched into a setmon against
just
did
that
and were tumed down cold by the
Southern Baptist leaders who claim his TV
FCC.)
ministry detracts from local churches. He
The issue is not strictly a local one. NBC repointed out that he is a faithful member of a
cently
censored a broadcast of the Lutheran Hour
local congregation. He even introduced his
because
the speaker took an anti-abortion stand.
gave
pastor, who
a brief testimonial in behalf
right
The
of Christians to use the airwaves to prefreeof Robision while I wondered where the
perspective on issues is clearly at
sent
a
bibtical
in
all
shuffle.
the
dom of speech issue was lost
stake
in
the
Robison
case.
Next, Robison launched into a literal tirade
just
I
wish
James
Robison
would try to be a
against ministers who do not "preach the Bilittle
more
likeable.
ble." At one point he stopped, apologized for
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